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“Oh the thinks you can think when you think about Seuss!” With this invitation, we invite you to sit back and immerse yourself in the wild world of Dr. Seuss where nothing is as it seems and anything is possible!

Seussical the Musical is a story that is built from the collection of Dr. Seuss stories. We cover classics like “Horton Hears a Who,” “The Cat in the Hat,” and “Yertle the Turtle” throughout the show. Intertwined with the plotlines of these fantastical characters and over-the-top situations are messages to which we can all relate. Seussical covers topics like inclusion, friendship, acceptance, self-love, and community. Most importantly, it reminds us that our imaginations are powerful tools that we can use to make the world a better and brighter place.

I want to thank all of the adult staff that helped put together this monster of a show. Taking on Seussical is no small feat. Your creative ideas, energy, and enthusiasm for this production have been inspiring and we are all grateful to have you as part of our program helping to inspire the next generation of theatre makers. Thank you for offering your time and talent to Tosa East. To the FTA board members, our parent volunteers, and the parents of all our students, thank you for your support backstage and beyond. Having your support is essential to the success of our shows.

Finally, to all of the Tosa East Players. I have spent the last few months in awe of your passion and dedication to the success of this theatre, but what truly inspires me is your love for one another. You are all incredible rays of light in my life and in the lives of all those around you. Thank you for making my life brighter and happier each and every day.

This show is dedicated to my Mom and Dad who have always inspired me to dream big dreams no matter what and who remind me every day that anything is possible. I love you both with all I’ve got. Enjoy the show!

— Colleen Jaskulski

Director
CAST (IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE)

Jojo .................................................................................................................................................. Claire Ranft
Cat in the Hat .................................................................................................................................. Gwendolyn Tuffnell
Horton .................................................................................................................................................. LaDerrious Jones
Mr. Mayor ....................................................................................................................................... Trevor Schmitt-Ernst
Mrs. Mayor ....................................................................................................................................... Molly Chartier
Gertrude McFuzz .......................................................................................................................... Marie Krause
Mayzie LaBird .................................................................................................................................. Autumn Cortright
Sour Kangaroo .................................................................................................................................. Shakara Thomas
Bird Girls .......................................................................................................................................... Anna Lowe, Abby Slye+, Alyna Williams*
Wickersham Brothers ...................................................................................................................... Gaby Duarte, Lillian Frank*, John Koch
Grinch ................................................................................................................................................ Griffin Moorhead
Yertle the Turtle .............................................................................................................................. Augustina Piel

Jungle Creatures
Ella Birschbach, Bella Drewek, Bruno Gilkay, Addy Korb, Chloe Lewis, Benjamin Litzau,
Evie Lowe, Myles Mayer*, Aubrey Moore, Tess Murrah, Shelby Neideen, Erin Welcenbach

Whos
Maureen Arnold, Thomas Biehn, Derek Burrow, Alex Dobbs, Sophie Hardman, Grace
Hudson-Mairet, Aidan Jones, Lily Kessler, Leah Lemke, Ali Meisinger, Maura Mitchell, Nora
Pionek, Madelyn Rehfeldt, Lauren Schmidt, Maggie Sweeney, Ellen Wiberg

* Dance Captains
+ Vocal Captain

PIT

Keyboard 1 .......................................................................................................................................... Luke Talen*
Keyboard 2 ........................................................................................................................................ Jackson Lanke
Reed 1 .................................................................................................................................................. Jack Benzinger, Lizzie Murphy
Reed 2 .................................................................................................................................................. Alyssa Dominguez, Jon Lovas*
Reed 3 ................................................................................................................................................ Henry Dizard, Izzy Margerie, Katie Randall, Brandon Zavaleta
Violin 1 ................................................................................................................................................ Sofia Castagnozzi, Grace St. Denis
Violin 2 ................................................................................................................................................ Dea Hernandez, Lauren Wunderlich
Viola ................................................................................................................................................... Molly Manternach, Katie Mei Williams
Cello ..................................................................................................................................................... Sophia Eckdale-Dudley, Arthur Johnson
Bass ...................................................................................................................................................... Liam Phillips
Guitar 1/2 ........................................................................................................................................... Jeff Gilchrist*, Ben Granger
Trumpet 1 ........................................................................................................................................... Brett Murphey*
Trumpet 2 ......................................................................................................................................... Margo Nicholds, Kaelie Shea
Trombone ........................................................................................................................................... Jacob Mosey, Henry Retzer
Drum Set ............................................................................................................................................ Aidan Tait
Percussion .......................................................................................................................................... Izzy Bruett, Will Martin

* adult musicians
Break a Leg, Grace Hudson-Mairet, Molly Chartier & Annabel Biasi!

From your friends at Tosa Pres & Curiosity Corner Nursery School
www.tosapres.com

Wauwatosa Presbyterian Church
Community through Christ and in Christ

---


Come be part of our journey!
414-453-4540 www.trinitywauwatosa.org

---

Break a Leg, Tosa East Players!

We’re looking forward to a great show!

— Mr. Steffan the the Tosa West Trojan Players

#varsitytheatre
To all the past & present DI’ers in the cast & crew, congratulations on a great show!
SCENES

ACT 1
OH THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK! (INTRO) ................................................. Cat In The Hat, Jojo, Horton, Mr. & Mrs. Mayor, Gertrude, Mayzie, Sour Kangaroo, Ensemble

“OUR STORY BEGINS...” .......................................................................................... Cat In The Hat.
HORTON HEARS A WHO.................................................................Horton, Bird Girls, Citizens Of The Jungle
BIGGEST BLAME FOOL...........................................................................Sour Kangaroo, Horton, Wickersham

HERE ON WHO ...........................................................................Mayor, Mrs. Mayor, Whos, Grinch, Horton
OH, THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK (REPRISE).................................................JoJo, Cat
IT’S POSSIBLE ..................................................................................JoJo, Cat, Fish
HOW TO RAISE A CHILD .................................................................Mrs. Mayor, Mayor
ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE .....................................................................Horton, JoJo
THE ONE FEATHER TAIL OF MISS GERTRUDE MCFUZZ ....................Gertrude
AMAYZING MAYZIE ...........................................................................Mayzie, Gertrude, Bird Girls
AMAYZING GERTRUDE .........................................................................Gertrude, Bird Girls, Cat
MONKEY AROUND ...............................................................................Wickersham Brothers
CHASING THE WHOS ...........................................................................Sour Kangaroo, Bird Girls, Wickersham

HOW LUCKY YOU ARE ........................................................................... Cat, Whos
NOTICE ME, HORTON ...........................................................................Gertrude, Horton

FINALE ...........................................................................................................Horton, Gertrude, Cat, Jojo, Whos, Bird Girls, Ensemble

INTERMISSION

ACT 2
SEUSSICAL ENTR’ACTE...........................................................................Orchestra, Cat
EGG, NEST & TREE ..............................................................................Sour Kangaroo, Bird Girls, Wickersham

THE CIRCUS ON TOUR/HOW LUCKY YOU ARE (REPRISE) ..............Horton, Cat, Circus Members
MAYZIE IN PALM BEACH ..........................................................................Mayzie, Cat
AMAYZING HORTON .............................................................................Mayzie, Horton
ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE (REPRISE) ....................................................Horton

SOLLA SOLLEW ......................................................................................Horton, Circus Members, Jojo, Mayor, Mrs. Mayor
JOJO ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE ..............................................................Jojo
HAVIN A HUNCH ..................................................................................Cat, Hunches, Jojo

THE PEOPLE VERSUS HORTON THE ELEPHANT ..............................Cat, Yertle, Horton, Sour Kangaroo, Bird Girls, Wickershams, Mayor, Mrs. Mayor, Whos, Young Kangaroo, Ensemble, Jojo

YOPP!/ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE(REPRISE) ...............................................Gertrude, Horton

OH THE THINKS YOU CAN THINK! (FINALE ACT 2) ...........................................................All
GREENS EGGS & HAM (BOWS) .................................................................All
**Directorial Staff**

**Student Production Manager:** Isaac Norman

**Stage Managers:** Ebony Lewis & Maddy Peyton

**Assistant to Stage Management:** Augustina Piel

**ITS Leaders**

**Head:** Augustina Piel

**Mentee:** Anna Lowe

**Costumes**

**Head:** Isa Lentz

**Crew:** Cayden Anderson, Maureen Arnold, Maydine Bellot, Annabel Biasi, Kacey Davis, Talbot de St. Aubin, Isabel Freistadt, Lily Gamroth, Ella Hammen, Jule Hoffman, Anna Jolie, Evie Lowe, Maura Mitchell, Tess Murrah, Erin Welcenbach, Ellen Wiberg

**Marketing**

**Head:** Sarah Gifford & Grace Hudson-Mairet

**Mentee:** LaDerrious Jones

**Crew:** Maureen Arnold, Talbot de St. Aubin, Audrey Hardman, Sophie Hardman, Marie Krause, Isa Lentz, Anna Lowe, Ali Meisinger, Maura Mitchell, Tess Murrah, Trevor Schmitt-Ernst, Abby Slye, Gwen Tuffnell, Jackson Vining, Elena Williams, Katie Mei Williams

**Paint**

**Head:** Katie Mei Williams

**Mentee:** Claire Nistler

**Crew:** Ona Anderson, Maureen Arnold, Isabella Collison, Autumn Cortright, Kacey Davis, Chloe Eckdale-Dudley, Isabel Freistadt, Lily Gamroth, Carlton Hightower, Jule Hoffman, Grace Hudson-Mairet, Aidan Jones, Grace Kelinhofer, Maria Knaack, Quinn Lanke, Leah Lemke, Avery Lewis, Jade Morgan, Eraina Miller-Latiker, Lauren Schmidt, Kathleen Steiner, Molly Sumiec, Daniel Sun, Claire Topp, Isabel Waier, Ana Wilson, Casey Wright

**Construction**

**Head:** Josh Franklin & Carlton Hightower & Anna Robbins

**Mentee:** Connor Kelinhofer

**Crew:** Ella Bartkowski, Thomas Biehn, Owen Deboer, Kelsey Evenson, Bruno Gilkay, Quincy Grant, Madalyn Kachelski, Quinn Lanke, Benjamin Litzau, Griffin Moorhead, Haley Powers, Colín Roberts, Anna Robins, Tyler Slye, Jackson Vining, Mason Wood, Anthony Wozinak

**Deck**

**Head:** Isabella Collison

**Mentee:** Emma Satterfield

**Crew:** Olivia Bowser, Owen DeBoer, Peter Larson, Eraina Miller-Latiker, Nadya Mahdasian, Ellie Murphy, Isaac Norman, Elizabeth Owley, Sophia Phillips, Ana Grace Quast, Anna Robbins, Abigail Volland, Casey Wright

**Fly**

**Head:** Jaxon Rakowiecki

**Crew:** Fit Fitzsimmons, Nadya Mahdasian, Abigail Volland

**Box Office**

**Head:** Anna Berquist

**Mentee:** Cayden Anderson, Ella Hammen

**Historian Team**

**Head:** Molly Chartier

**Crew:** Ella Birschbach, Kelsey Evenson, Jule Hofmann, Marie Krause, Myles Mayer, Shelby Neideen, Kathleen Steiner, Claire Topp, Abby Volland

**Hair & Makeup**

**Head:** Stella Vermeulen

**Mentee:** Leah Lemke

**Crew:** Piper Carpenter, Kacey Davis, Owen DeBoer, Ava DenDooven, Isabel Freistadt, Lily Gamroth, Ellie Owley, Madelyn Rehfeldt, Erin Welcenbach, and Mason Wood

**Event Planning Leaders**

Gaby Duarte & Gwendolyn Tuffnell
CREW CONT.

Sound
Head: Brenna Powers
Mentee: Richie Nickel
Crew: Annabel Biasi, Thomas Biehn, Talbot de St. Aubin, Sarah Gifford, Quincy Grant, Audrey Hardman, Grace Kelinhofer, Anna Lowe, Samantha Ramirez, Abby Slye

Lights
Head: Isaac Norman
Crew: Ella Bartowski, Maydine Bellot, Connor Kelinhofer, Reaghan Powers, Adam Putzer

Playbill
Head: Abby Slye
Mentee: LaDerrious Jones
Crew: Maureen Arnold, Talbot de St. Aubin, Gaby Duarte, Sarah Gifford, Sophie Hardman, Grace Hudson-Mairet, Aidan Jones, Leah Lemke, Gavin Miller, Maura Mitchell, Brenna Powers, Ana Grace Quast, Maria Serrano, Alyna Williams, Katie Mei Williams, Casey Wright

Props
Head: Sophia Phillips & Ana Grace Quast
Mentee: Casey Wright
Crew: Olivia Bowser, Isabella Collison, Isabel Freistadt, Lily Gamroth, Anna Lowe, Ellie Murphy, Maria Serrano, Katie Mei Williams

SPF/Benefit Team
Gaby Duarte & Alyna Williams

MAGGIE WHO?

Today you are YOU, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You!

Seussical 9
Congratulations to the Tosa East Players for their wonderful production of Seussical the Musical! The combined talents of our actors, musicians, crew, and directors make amazing things happen in the Dale K. Hidde Theatre

We are so proud of everyone!

-Wauwatosa East High School Staff and Administration

The Wauwatosa Youth Commission acts as an advisory body to the Common Council and the Mayor of Wauwatosa to promote a positive environment for youth in the City of Wauwatosa.

To Learn More/Apply visit: bit.ly/tosayouthcomm or Email: youthcommission@wauwatosa.net

Broadway Musical Word Search

CARBRET RENT
EVITA THE SEUSSICAL
FAIEM WEST SIDE STORY
OLIVER WICKED
ONCE WIZARD OF OZ

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT FOOLIGHTS, ENJOY THE SHOW!
**SENIORS**

**Anna Berquist, Box Office Head**
This is Anna. Anna is a senior. When not helping out with Box Office, you can find Anna at Culver’s. Anna hopes you enjoy the show!

**Olivia Bowser, Props**
Olivia is possibly the silliest goose you will ever meet. Being part of props crew has made Olivia realize her passions: hot glue and coffee-staining. For real though, please realize that Olivia created all the coffee-stained paper you have seen within the last 3 years. She’s very proud. And sad to realize that this is the last time she will ever spend 6+ hours here with her favorite people. Olivia is also sad she never found her soulmate, the turkey leg boy.

**Talbot de St. Aubin, Costumes / Playbill / Sound**
Talbot has thoroughly enjoyed her time in the theater. Her best memories here consist of being a flying nun (co-starring Abby Slye as a confused nun), eating her mustache as Wes Warnicker (hairy oranges are not good), and confusing her whole family with Pippin (does anyone know what it’s about?). She would like to thank her friends for making fun of her, teaching her self-defense, 5am discussions, cookie cakes, and drives to nowhere; all of which have kept her sane.

**Josh Franklin, Construction Co-Head**
Josh Franklin has not been in Theater for as long as his fellow seniors, however for the short time he has been here he believes that it was a great way to end his High school experience at East. Josh can often be really anxious of how his decisions and choices could possibly affect others negatively. Although, with his senior year coming to an end soon, he realizes just how much Theater has positively affected him. All down to the people he’s met, to the skills he’s learned, to the lesson he will never forget for years to come.

**Isabella Collison, Deck Head / Paint / Props**
Isabella started with the Tosa East players her freshman year. In that time, she has taken part of six productions titled “Encore Encore”, “Pippin”, “Footloose”, “Peter Pan”, “Romeo and Juliet”, “Fools”, and “Seussical”, acting as Deck Crew Head for three of those shows. Isabella is excited to spend one last show with her friends and hopes to go out with a bang!

**Carlton Hightower, Construction Co-Head / Paint**
IF YOU DON’T LOVE CARLTON HIGHTOWER, LITERALLY WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOU. THIS IS WITHOUT A DOUBT THE SINGLE GREATEST ACQUISITION TO THE TOSA EAST PLAYERS; HE IS CHARMING, HARDWORKING, AND HAS AN INCREDIBLE SENSE OF HUMOR. THIS SHOW WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE WITHOUT HIM.

**Lillian Frank, Dance Captain / Wickersham Brother**
Saucy Boy.

**Anna Jolie, Costumes**
After these four years Anna just wants to share a few “Thank You’s. Thank you to all of the talented people that she has had the opportunity to work with and has learned from. Thank you for the amazing friendships that she has formed here. Thank you Breadsmith and microwavable Indian food for fueling her these past years. Thank you for the good and bad that she has experienced here, and thank you for
the memories that she’ll never forget. Finally, a big thank you to SeatGeek and Honey for sponsoring this bio.

Grace Kelnhofer, Paint / Sound
Grace has felt so incredibly blessed to have been part of this theater. The amount of blood, sweat, and tears she’s put into these productions is terrifying. She has portrayed many men on stage over the years and the lessons she learned from them are priceless. The key two are that your thumbs must always be in your belt loops and faux facial hair requires a higher pain tolerance than you would think. She would like to thank her family for encouraging her to be her wacky self... even if she can’t take a good photo to save her life!

Addy Korb, Ensemble-Jungle Creature
Addy is thrilled to be participating in Cast for her final show with the Tosa East Players. She has come a long way from Freshman year and now knows that “Fly” crew does not always fly people, and being on “Props” actually means you are Props, Paint, AND Deck crew. Not many people know that Addy loves to waterski, procrastinate, and sing while doing the dishes. When she’s not at home -to clarify, the place where she only goes to eat and sleep- she’s in a violin rehearsal or recovering from her day over a bowl of ice-cream.

Jackson Lanke, Pit
Jackson is so excited to be playing in pit for Seussical! He would like to thank his family and friends for their love and support.

Elizabeth Murphy, Pit
You may remember seeing Lizzie dressed as a dancing piece of cheesecake during the Player’s 2016 production of And The World Goes ‘Round. While she has since left her dessert and acting days behind, she is now excited to return for her sixth and final show in pit! When not in theatre, Lizzie can be found working at Hallmark, playing with her dog Cookie, or eating Goldfish under a blanket while listening to Michael Bublé in an effort to feel less stressed about college. She hopes you enjoy the show!

Ellie Murphy, Deck / Props
Ellie loves the enjoyment theatre brings to her! If there is anything wrong, her friends always have her back no matter what. This theatre is a place where she can work on projects to know
that it will benefit in the end. Thank you for making this experience happen, Peace Out Tosa East Theatre.

Augustina Piel, Yertle the Turtle / Assistant To Stage Management
After 7 shows in the stage management booth, Augustina decided she had nothing left to lose and tried her hand at being on stage. It is much harder than she was expecting. This isn’t easy. Playing the turtle is also ironic because anyone can tell you that Augustina is anything but slow and steady. And she might miss a step or two. Please decide that anything she does wrong is a character choice. Many thanks to her theatre family for supporting her for the last four years. This place and these people will always be her home.

Brenna Powers, Playbill / Sound Head
After the pressure of college applications, Brenna wishes to go on a path of self rediscovery. After this show she will be opting to be amongst the wildlife of Wauwatosa, living in a van down by the river. Once completing this semester she plans to go get the world by the tail, and wrap it around and put it in her pocket! She does not give a rat’s behind what stands in her way! Brenna would like to thank all of those that have stuck with her through the years, particularly Matt Foley, and give one last “la-de-freakin’-da!” to you all.

Ana Grace Quast, Deck / Playbill / Props Co-Head
Ana Grace’s personality consists of listening to One Direction, calling every get together a “kiki”, and being late to rehearsal because she was getting coffee (some for drinking, some for staining). She’s thankful for this theater, it’s wonderful napping and crying locations, and the people it brought to her. ttyl xoxo :)

Jaxon Rackowieki, Fly Head
Jaxon is so excited to be a part of Seussical! He would like to thank his family and friends for their love and support.

Henry Retzer, Pit
Henry is a senior and he plays the trombone. He enjoys things such as food, water, and giving and receiving hugs. He is a good hugger. Feel free to come over, and say hi to Henry, and even possibly give him a hug. He would like that very much. For the best quality hug please wait until intermission or after the performance.

Be “Who” you really are!!!

Good luck and we love you, Dad, Emliy, Harper, Ellis and G’ma
Maria Serrano, Playbill / Props
Unfortunately Maria was not accepted to clown college and therefore will not be fulfilling her life-long dream of becoming a founding father. She also lost her last brain cell in the process, and is currently in mourning over it. If you wish to contact her she requests that you send a telegram via carrier pigeon to the third floor where she will be living out the rest of her days dodging the WWII draft and singing the high parts of “Take on Me” among the asbestos.

Abby Slye, Vocal Captain / Bird Girl / Playbill Head / Sound
“Look, a bird!” Abby Slye is proud to finally be facing her biggest fear, birds, by portraying one in Seussical. In true Playbill-fashion she will now provide a list of people (and things) she would like to thank. So, to the google docs highlighter feature, the Jonas Brothers (all 4), Antonio Cipriano, Derek Klena, and Ben Platt (for their angelic voices), her “duetzz bc they hit” playlist, craft club, the stage-left ramp, sound board, “camel song,” and Brenna Powers (the absolute love of her life), thank you for everything. Oh, and she hopes you enjoy the show! #chaoticenergy

Ellen Wiberg, Ensemble-Who / Costumes
Ellen is a newcomer to the Tosa East stage, and the school in general. For her first and finally production with us she will be dedicating her performance to her dog Claire, Coffee, and her favorite pair of sweatpants. Without them she wouldn’t be the person she is today.

Katie Mei, we are so proud of you. Enjoy your final production at Tosa East!
Love, Mom & Dad
Katie Mei Williams, Marketing / Paint Head / Pit / Playbill / Props
Katie Mei is a lovely tri-blend composed of 35% disbelief, 52% satisfaction, and 13% confusion because her time as a Tosa East Player has finally come to an end. She would like to thank all of those who made her time in this program a wonderful experience and hopes (begs) that people join paint next year so her crew head successor doesn’t die. As her final request, Katie Mei asks that everyone take time to appreciate the sheer amount of work put into this production and to also wash their paint brush after use. Thank you :)))

Love, Mom, Dad, Matthew and Charlie

BREAK A LEG GERTRUDE! WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU!
Love Mom and Dad
"All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players: they have their exits and their entrances; and one man in his time plays many parts...

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

GRACE,
THE STAGE IS HOME TO YOUR UNINHIBITED SPIRIT AND THEATER PEOPLE ARE YOUR TRIBE. WE HOPE YOU NEVER LOSE EITHER.
LOVE,
MUM AND DAD
We’re so proud of you, Trevor!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Ian

You Were Born to
Stand Out! I Love You!
MRS. MAYOR - "WHO" LOVES YOU? WE DO! MOM, DAD, & LIV

"YOU'RE OFF TO GREAT PLACES! TODAY IS YOUR DAY! YOUR MOUNTAIN IS WAITING, SO GET ON YOUR WAY!"

WE LOVE YOU ANNA AND EVIE!

LOVE MOM, DAD, CARTER, AND GRANDJENNY
UNDERCLASSMEN

Cayden Anderson, Freshman, Costumes, Box Office Mentee

Maureen Arnold, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who, Costumes, Marketing, Paint, Playbill

Ella Birschbach, Sophomore, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Historian Team

Thomas Biehn, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who, Construction, Sound

Derek Burow, Junior, Ensemble-Who

Sofia Castagnozzi, Junior, Pit

Molly Chartier, Sophomore, Mrs. Mayor, Historian Team Head, Outreach Head

Autumn Cortright, Junior, Mayzie la Bird, Paint

Owen DeBoer, Sophomore, Construction, Deck, Hair/Makeup

Alex Dobbs, Freshman, Ensemble-Who, Sound

Gaby Duarte, Sophomore, Wickersham Brother, SPF/Benefit Co-Head, Playbill

Kelsey Evenson, Sophomore, Construction, Historian Team

Isabel Freistadt, Freshman, Costumes, Hair/Makeup, Paint, Props

Lily Gamroth, Freshman, Costumes, Hair/Makeup, Paint, Props

Sarah Gifford, Junior, Marketing Co-Head, Playbill, Sound

Bruno Gilkay, Freshman, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Construction
Ella Hammen, Freshman, Costumes, Box Office Mentee

Audrey Hardman, Freshman, Marketing, Sound

Sophie Hardman, Junior, Ensemble-Who, Marketing, Playbill

Dea Hernandez, Junior, Pit

Grace Hudson-Mairet, Junior, Ensemble-Who, Marketing Co-Head, Paint, Playbill

Aidan Jones, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who, Paint

LaDerrious Jones, Sophomore, Horton the Elephant, Marketing Mentee, Playbill Mentee

Connor Kelnhofer, Sophomore, Construction Mentee, Lights

Lily Kessler, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who

Maria Knaack, Freshman, Paint

John Koch, Sophomore, Wickersham Brother

Marie Krause, Sophomore, Gertrude McFuzz, Marketing, Historian Team

Quinn Lanke, Freshman, Construction, Paint

Peter Larson, Junior, Deck

Leah Lemke, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who, Hair/Makeup Mentee, Paint, Playbill

Isa Lentz, Junior, Costumes Head, Marketing
UNDERCLASSMEN CONT.

Luke Lenz, Junior, Stage Crew
Chloe Lewis, Freshman, Ensemble-Jungle Creature
Ebony Lewis, Sophomore, Stage Manager
Benjamin Litzau, Junior, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Construction

Anna Lowe, Junior, Bird Girl, Marketing, Props, Sound
Evie Lowe, Freshman, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Costumes
Nadya Mahdasian, Sophomore, Deck, Fly
Molly Manternach, Sophomore, Pit

Will Martin, Junior, Pit
Myles Mayer, Sophomore, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Dance Captain, Historian Team
Ali Meisinger, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who, Marketing
Maura Mitchell, Junior, Ensemble-Who, Costumes, Marketing, Playbill

Aubrey Moore, Sophomore, Ensemble-Jungle Creature
Griffin Moorhead, Freshman, Ensemble-Grinch, Construction
Tess Murrah, Sophomore, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Costumes, Marketing
Shelby Neideen, Sophomore, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Historian Team
Margo Nicholds, Junior, Pit

Richie Nickel, Freshman, Sound Mentee

Claire Nistler, Sophomore, Paint Mentee

Isaac Norman, Junior, Student Production Manager, Deck, Lights Head

Madelyn Rehfeldt, Freshman, Ensemble-Who, Hair/Makeup

Sophia Phillips, Junior, Deck, Props Co-Head

Ellie Owley, Sophomore, Deck, Hair/Makeup

Nora Pionek, Sophomore, Ensemble-Who

Maddy Peyton, Junior, Stage Manager

Haley Powers, Freshman, Construction

Reaghan Powers, Freshman, Lights

Claire Ranft, Sophomore, Jojo the Who

Isaac Norman, Freshman, Lights

Anna Robbins, Junior, Construction Co-Head, Deck

Colin Roberts, Freshman, Construction

Madelyn Rehfeldt, Freshman, Ensemble-Who, Hair/Makeup

Lauren Schmidt, Freshman, Ensemble-Who, Paint
Trevor Schmitt-Ernst, Junior, Mr. Mayor, Marketing
Kaelie Shea, Junior, Pit
Tyler Slye, Freshman, Construction
Kathleen Steiner, Sophomore, Historian Team, Paint

Jacob Stewer, Freshman, Vlad Vladikoff
Maggie Sweeney, Junior, Ensemble-Who
Shakara Thomas, Junior, The Sour Kangaroo
Claire Topp, Sophomore, Historian Team, Paint

Gwendolyn Tuffnell, Sophomore, The Cat In The Hat, Marketing, Event Planning Co-Head
Stella Vermeulen, Sophomore, Hair/Makeup Head
Jackson Vining, Sophomore, Construction, Marketing
Abby Volland, Sophomore, Deck, Fly, Historian Team

Isabel Waier, Freshman, Paint
Erin Welcbach, Freshman, Ensemble-Jungle Creature, Costumes, Hair/Makeup
Alyna Williams, Junior, Bird Girl, Playbill, SPF/Benefit Co-Head, Student Choreographer
Ana Wilson, Freshman, Paint
UNDERCLASSMEN CONT.

Mason Wood, Sophomore, Construction, Hair/Makeup

Casey Wright, Sophomore, Deck, Paint, Playbill, Props Mentor

Brandon Zavaleta, Sophomore, Pit

UNDERCLASSMEN NOT PICTURED

Alyssa Dominguez ................................................................. Sophomore, Pit
Ben Granger ................................................................. Sophomore, Pit
Izzy Margerie ................................................................. Sophomore, Pit
Jacob Mosey ................................................................. Junior, Pit
Lidia Perez ................................................................. Sophomore, Pit
Grace St. Denis ................................................................. Sophomore, Pit

Erin Rae -
From a cute Chick, to Sacagawea, to Snow White and now the kooolest Koala in the jungle... you are a shining star! We love you and are so very proud of you and all you have accomplished!
Love Mom, Dad, Emma, and Emilia
Retirement Living
Assisted Living
Skilled Nursing
Adult Day Services
Short Term Rehabilitation
Memory Care Assisted Living
Children’s Center

TWO WAUWATOSA LOCATIONS,
ONE ORGANIZATION

(414) 258-6170  (414) 256-6800
thelutheranhome.org  harwoodplace.org
Sue-sical the Not-so Musical (Playbill Version)
by Dr. Sue-Us, with apologies to the real Dr. Seuss

If you find a big mess, so deep and so tall,
That you cannot pick up, there’s no way at all.
If you feel like you’re stuck behind the Eight Ball . . .

Don’t fret or complain, or blubber or bawl,
Don’t hide or, worse yet, choose to go AWOL.
Don’t move to Tahiti or South Senegal.
Instead . . . Pick up the phone and give us a call, y’all.

We’ll help fix it, you see, help clean up the debris
(Of course we will charge a reasonable fee).
In no time at all you be sipping green tea,
Under the shade of the tree by the Mighty Yangtze.

‘Cause your problems are problems we’ve probably seen
(Unless you’re accused of Assault With Green Bean)
We’re here to help you -- It’s real and it’s true.
Just let us know how and we’ll help you pull through.

SALBERG TUFFNELL LAW

Lawyers for Creative Types and Others too!
414-765-2252 or 262-353-9556
“One Y’all, That’s All!”

Best of luck Tosa East Players!
SPECIAL THANKS

Nick Hughes, Michael Parulski, Betsy McGinnity .............................................. Administrative Support
Sue Flatley, Amy Wilson, Janice Morgan, Bev McWilliams.............................. Production Support
Players Families .............................................................................................. Time, Support, Love, Food
Ken Kaczorowski, Thad Murrah, Tom Slye ........................................................ Construction

Thanks to all those Wauwatosa students that joined us for our Youth Clinic on February 22nd!
Lailah Bohringer, Major Braun, Lily Buer, Arielle Cavalco, Olivia Chartier, Evie Cimpl-Wiener, Micah Comincioli, Fallon Cortright, Charlotte Desjarlais, Emma Desjarlais, Mina Dunlop, Isabella Erickson, Bella Foley, Charlotte Franke, Grant Franke, Nikki Frith, Alexandra Gaedtke, Elise Gardiner, Gavin Gardiner, Sonia Iwanski, Harper Jones, Anna Kovach, Finnegan Kubes, Angelina Lanza, Emerson LaWall-Shane, Miriam LaWall-Shane, Avery Miller, Mallory Miller, Caroline Moylan, Chloe Neideen, Emery Neideen, Liam Owens, Ava Parulski, Naomi Powell, Aniyah Slye, Elizabeth Stolpe, Kate Storm, Ray Thiesen, Eleanor Thompson, Harper Verkuilen, Wren Walhovd, Willow White, Abera Wolaver, Smith Woolridge, Arianna Wright, Liam Zamzow

FTA BOARD

Many thanks to the FTA Board Members!
Audrey Burghardt, Jennifer Chartier, Sharone Conteh-Morgan, Sara Kessler,
MB Krause, Sarah Koch, Kate Lowe, Shannon Malnory-Silbernagel,
Jennifer Neideen, Christina Piel, Britt Peterson, Jennifer Pionek, Jen Rakowiecki, Amy Slye
Your support of theatre education at Wauwatosa East is appreciated.

DONORS

Bronze $25 +
The Chartier Family
The Koch Family
Kathleen Pionek
Maureen Pionek
Sean and Gabrielle Barnekow
Anonymous Donor

Silver $50 +
The Kraft Family
Dave and Jacque Kelhnofer
Audrey Burghardt

Gold $100 +
Al and Laura Orr
The McBride Family

BECOME A DONOR!

Support the Tosa East Theatre Arts! Your donation to The Friends of the Theatre Arts will help educational programming, student scholarships, ticketing and advertising for shows, production support- including sewing, costumes, make-up, water, food, chap-erones, lobby concessions and other fundraising. Consider making a donation today at tosaeasttheatre.org or contact Jennifer Pionek at jenpionek@gmail.com
always up to monkey business

Break a leg, John!
Love, Mom, Dad & Fam

Great Performances Begin Here!

Serving the Wauwatosa area with skill and expertise. When buying or selling a home, trust a proven performer.
Contact Beth, your neighbor in real estate and a proud supporter of the arts.

Beth Jaworski
ABR, CHMS, CRS, GREEN, GRI
414.520.8555
bestwauwatosahomes.com
Sold@BethJaworski.com
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Giving our passion a purpose by shaping lives through Irish dance for 20 years in 2020!

Now registering for our New Student Summer Sampler Session
July 20-23, 2020
Visit our website for more information

[Website Link]

Glencastle Irish Dancers, Inc.
Franklin, WI
**SAZ’S HOSPITALITY GROUP**

- **AFTER SCHOOL SNACKING**
  Try our frozen appetizers for an easy Saz’s snack!

- **HOMEMADE DINNER**
  Transform your pulled crockpot chicken or pork with Saz’s Famous BBQ Sauces!

- **FAMILY NIGHT OUT**
  Fun new menu, same award-winning BBQ!
  Located on 55th & State.

---

**JULIUS CAESAR**

*by William Shakespeare*

**April 3, 4, 15, 16, 17 at 7:30pm**

**April 5, 18, 19 at 2:30pm**

Evan P and Marion Helfaer Theatre Marquette University

To purchase tickets, visit: marquette.theatre.showclix.com or call (414) 288-7504
PUTTING YOUR NEEDS FIRST

Helping people find their sense of community. Whether you are buying or selling your home, I promise to make your needs always come first.

Joe Gleesing
(414) 520-1846
jgleesing@powersrealty.com
powersrealty.com/joe-gleesing
IT’S OFFICIAL
WE’VE GOT THE BEST TACOS IN TOWN.
THANK YOU, MILWAUKEE!

CHECK IT OUT!

BELAIR

BELAIRCANTINA.COM